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Abstract

Motivation is a central concept for animal welfare; it has inspired methodological breakthroughs and generated a wealth of
crucial empirical work. As the field develops beyond its original mandate to alleviate the suffering of animals in intensive farming
systems, the assumptions behind the current models of motivation may warrant closer scrutiny. In this paper, I examine some
of the complexities of studying motivation —  for example, that what an animal wants can depend on its welfare and that,
through genetic selection and housing choices, we can modify what an animal finds to be rewarding versus punishing. The central
theme of this paper is, therefore, that we cannot just ask the animals under our care (or even in the wild) what they want and
assume that we will receive unadulterated answers, free from human influence. While asking questions about animal motiva-
tion with empirical research is invaluable and necessary, our models drive our research questions, methodologies, and results’
interpretation. When the models we employ remain implicit (eg the only motivation questions worth asking are those that could
be implemented within the current housing systems), they have ability to stifle progress in understanding animal welfare. Thus,
in addition to the empirical work, we also need to expose and evaluate the models that drive the research. Making the models
explicit will facilitate our ability to identify their areas of silence, assess their strengths and potential limitations, as well as
examine how they conceptualise the relationship between motivation and animal welfare. I end with a discussion of the impli-
cations of a few relevant models, both implicit and explicit, noting how such consideration reveals exciting areas for future work,
including, for example, research on the motivation to make choices and the motivation to learn.
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Introduction 
Much of the work in animal welfare science involves moti-
vation: asking animals what they want, what they find to be
rewarding, what they find to be aversive, and what they
prefer. Sometimes these data are used to rank the impor-
tance of various resources (Mason et al 2001). Sometimes
they are used to assess the welfare state of the animal, eg
using anhedonia as an indicator of poor welfare (Fureix &
Meagher 2015). And, sometimes, they are used to argue for
evidence of sentience in a species, eg observing changes in
motivation after a potentially painful experience (Elwood &
Appel 2009; Sneddon et al 2014; Weary et al 2017).
Without assessing animal motivations, we would be at risk
of being anthropocentric and circular, relying on our own
experiences to understand what would constitute a good life
for a member of another species and using the data thus
gathered to validate that those are indeed good lives. The
mere fact that we live in a radically different sensory world
from other animals (eg we rely primarily on vision, whereas
many species rely primarily on olfaction or hearing), limits
the ability of our intuitions to provide direct insight into the
experience of another animal. Empirically asking animals

what they want can serve as a check on our intuitive limita-
tions and creates an opportunity to test our ideas against
information provided by the animals themselves.
But we can’t stop there. Asking animals what they want is
necessary, but there is a growing recognition that it is not
sufficient to ensure welfare (eg Dawkins 2008; Yeates &
Main 2008; Fraser & Nicol 2018). The particular concern of
this paper is to highlight the ways in which our models of
motivation drive the experiments we choose to conduct,
which dictates the data we collect, the inferences we draw,
and thus the lives we construct for the animals under our
care. In other words, before the animals get a chance to tell
us what they want, our models of motivation set the stage
for what it is possible to want and, from what we leave out,
what it is impossible to want. 
The simple point is that there is nothing simple, direct, or
value-free about asking animals what they want. These
complexities do not mean that studying motivation is
pointless. Quite the reverse: motivational data are invaluable
to basic science and fundamental to understanding animal
welfare. However, in addition to pursuing a diversity of
empirical approaches, we must also make the models that are
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